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OPENING OF THE NEW YORK AND ERIE RAILROAD. 

The portion of this great undertaking which adjoins the Hudson 
river having been completed as far as Goshen in Orange county; 

the company issued invitations for a public celebration of the open- 
ing of the road on the 22d of September. 

The party assembled on’ this occasion was very large, among 

those present we noticed the Governer, Comptroller, and several 

officers of the State, many members of both houses of the legisla- 
ture, several distinguished members of Congress from various pafts 
of the United States, the Right Rev. Bishop Onderdonk and 

several clergymen. The professions was represented by W. C, 
Redfield and 8S. W. Roberts, A. L. Sykes and Messrs. Miller, Sey: 
mour, Morton, Ruggles and other gentlemen attached to the road. 

The fine steamboat Utica was furnished for the conveyance of 
the company to Piermont, the termination of the road. The pas- 
sage up the river was a very agreeable one; and the spirits of the 
party greatly enlivened by the spontaneous salute from the bells’6f 
the boats on the river—answered by the band of music andthe 
cannon from the bows of the boat; these mierry salutes and respon- 
ses were continued until the arrival at Piermont. 

Piermont is the terminus of the road on the Hudson river, ahd 

at this interesting point, there were numerous evidences of the mag- 

hitude of the work. The only pass through which the route to the 
west can be obtained has its termination on the bank of the fiver 
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at a great distance from the main channel and a pier of about three 
fourths of a mile in length extends from the shore to the steam 
boat landing. The engines employed were splendid eight wheeled 

locomotives made by Norris—their weight being about sixteen 
tons, to these were attached large eight wheel tenders and alone 
formed a mass of considerable length, the width being proportion- 
ed to that of the road of six feet gauge—their whole appearance 

far exceeding any thing of the kind that we have ever seen. 
Two trains were awaiting the arrival of the company and ina 

few minutes they were under way filled to their utmost capacity. 
Our attention was immediately attracted by the evenness of the 
motion and freedom from all lateral action-—this is no doubt to be at- 
tributed in a great measure to the width of the track, and its mode 

of construction—the rails weighing 56 pounds to the yard, and 
being placed upon a continuous bearing. 

The route passes up a small stream over a ridge, and into the 

head of the Hackensack valley which opens beautifully to the south 
and affords some very fine views. From the Hackensack there is 

an ascent to another ridge and then the road descends to the 
Ramapo. At this point the scenery is truly magnificent. The nar- 

row pass through the mountains, is in itself an object of interest 
and when combined with the various openings in different direc- 
tions, and the singularly shaped and somewhat abrupt eminences, 
affords a view which alone will make a trip to this regeon a desirable 
one for our citizens. The valley of the Ramapo throughout its whole 
length, traversed by the road presents a very rich variety of scenery, 
the transverse valleys of various length and depth continually break- 
ing in upon the lofty chain of hills, or rather mountains. 
We were particularly interested with the immense amount of 

water power upon the river but little of which is as yet employed. 
Several extensive iron works show the mineral wealth of the vicin- 
ity, some of these have been abandoned, probably from the difficulty 
of tfansportation but we have no doubt but that this region is destin- 

ed at no very distant day, to become an extensive manufacturing dis- 
trict of great value to our city, and furnishing a highly proftable 

local traffic to the road. The quantity of fuel to be obtained is 
almost unlimited and from all that we could learn, the ore is nearly 

as abundant: 
At the upper end of the Ramapo valley the scene changes—the 

soil from being rather sterile becomes fruitful—the highlands recede, 
and the hills around the neighborhood of the road are more 
gentle in their undulations and covered with rich verdure to their 
summits. 
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Before reaching Goshen we noticed a portion of the work highly 
interesting to the engineer. Immediately in the line of the route is 
found a very extensive peat swamp ; this must be crossed at a level 
of twenty or thirty feet above the surface, and from its extent and 
consistency presents difficulties as great as those of the far famed 
Cui moss. This meadow is not of so great extent along the line 
of the road, but is much deeper and while Chat moss is higher than 
the surrounding county, this swamp is lower and has every ap- 
pearance of having been the bed of a lake. These difficulties have 
been met in the following manner :—Four piles are placed trans. 
versely to the road and upon them is founded a trussel work having 
a span of twenty feet between the piles. The piles are generally forty 
feet long and are driven through the peat into the solid substratum, 
and the level of the road is twenty to thirty feet above the surface. 
The whole of this upper work is open and we were unabled to 
judge of its action under the very heavy train passing over it. ‘This 
test although a severe one was perfectly successful, and bore ‘tes- 

timony as to the faithfulness with which the work was performed. 
Immediately succeeding this peat bed, and separated from it by 

the dividing ridge of this region, there is another of similar char- 
acter, but much less in extent. This latter is remarkable for the 
remains of the great mastadon found in it several years ago. 

These deposits of peat, which until now, have been perfectly 
useless, are rendered, by the construction of the railroad, sources 

of great wealth to the owners, and capable of conferring incaleula- 
ble benefit upon the surrounding country. As a fuel, it is excellent; 

as a manure, with proper management, nothing is superior ;—and 
we understand that peat charcoal is considered the best substance 

that can be employed in smelting iron. The expense of preparing 
the charcoal or coke would very nearly be covered by the value 
of the tar or other volatile products which might be advantageously 
employed in preserving timber. 

The approach to the village of Goshen is very striking, but’ on 
this occasion the effect was truly splendid. A gentle rise to the 
south was covered with persons who had come from all directions 
to witness the opening, and at the approach of the trains, the gun 

mounted at this point, gave notice to the neighborhood,—the church 
bells rang in merry peals, and the air was rent with the shouts of 
the assembled multitude. As the trains with moderated velocity 
swept along, each road and opening discovered new groups, until 

it seemed as if all Orange county had turned out to greet their 
guests. The trains of wagons extending along the roads, showed 
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fyom how far most of those present had travelled ; and we were 
informed that many had come from a great distance out of New 
Jersey, to join in celebrating this remarkable event. 

hoQf the good cheer proyided, and of the speeches made on the 

eccasion, it is neither our province nor our purpose to speak. The 
eompany, after enjoying themselves for two or three hours, returned 
jn good humor and high spirits, and finally arrived at New York about 
11. o’elock P, M. Not a single accident or mishap occurred to in- 
terfere.with the enjoyments of the day, and we consider this 
rather remarkable, as the novelty of the sight brought hundreds 
about the trains along the whole route, and so many crowded upon 
the. cars, that we were in constant fear of some of them getting off 
as unceremoniously as they had come on. 

Great credit is due to the engineers of the road for the style in 
which they have completed this portion of the work. The nature 

of the ground is rather unfavorable, and high grades are unavoida- 

ble; great care, however, appears to have been taken to avoid 

sharp curves, although the circumstances of the ground require fre- 
quent.deflections. The many little matters, which, being under the 

control of the engineer, and serve to display his sagacity and ability, 
are sufficient evidences of the faithfulness with which the duties 

pf this department have been performed. We were not a little 
pleased to find that the credit of the profession has been sup- 
ported, jn this case, by very young men, affording an excellent 

example and encouragement to those junior members who rely upon 
their faithful and dilligent attention to duty as the best passport to 
distinction, 

On the completion of any great enterprize, or so much of it as is 

calculated to awaken public attention to its importance, it is worth 
while examining into the commencement of the undertaking, and 
careful attention to its first developements, may lead to new exer- 
Aions of a similar character, and with the same successful issue. 

Many persons are ready to claim the honor of starting a work 
when it is certain that honor is to be conferred upon its originator, 

and it is therefore a matter of justice that the proper person should 
be designated. 

In the case before us, we are fortunately able to identify the 

original proposer of a communication by railroad with the great 
west. In 1829 a pamphlet was published on this subject, and in 
1830. a second edition was printed, a copy of which we have before 
us. The title is “ Sketch of the geographical route of a GREAT RAIL- 
way, by which tt is proposed to connect the canals and navigable 
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waters of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, 

Missouri, and the adjacent States and Territories, opening thereby 
a free communication at all seasons of the year between the Atlantic 
States and the great valley of the Mississipp.” The author of this 

pamphlet is now well known to be our fellow citizen W. C. Red- 
field, and to him, if to any one, is due the credit of suggesting the 

New York and Erie railroad, which, as far as our State is concern- 

ed, occupies almost the identical ground proposed by Mr. Redfield 
for this great western railway. ‘That our readers may be able to 
judge of the comprehensive views announced at a time when_rail-: 
roads were in their infancy, and the canal mania had hardly sub- 
sided, we take the liberty of giving the main sketch, remarking, 

however, that the chief portion of the pamphlet is made up of a 
collection of facts showing the superiority and future triumphs of 
railroads : 

“Sketch, etc. Atlantic and Mississippi Railway—The con- 

struction of a Great Western Rarway, on the rout which is 

traced on the annexed map, is reccommended to the attentive con- 
sideration of every citizen who feels an interest in the prosperity 
of his country, and wishes to promote its rapid advancement in 
wealth and power, by the multiplication of those physical resour- 

ces which constitute national greatness, and best promote individu- 
al happiness and prosperity. 

“The proposed Railway has, for its object, not only the connec- 
tion of the great cities on the borders of the Atlantic with the 

magnificent Jakes and rivers of the West, by a channel, available 
at all seasons of the year, but also the developement of the latent 
wealth and resources of large and valuable tracts of country 
which are not now traversed by any of the great works which have 

been constructed, or are in progress, under the patronage of the 
several States, It affords happy facilities for accomplishing these 
great objects, in a manner that will best subserve the interests of 
the whole community ; and by connecting the canals of New York, 

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, in one great system, will 

give increased value and efficiency to the plans of internal improve- 
ment, which have been adopted in these several States. 

“The route commences on the Hudson river, in the vicinity of the 

city of New York, at a point accessible at all seasons to steam fer- 
ry-boats, and from thence proceedes through a favorable and pro- 
ductive country to the valley of the Delaware river, near the north- 
west angle of the county of Sullivan, From thence the route as- 
cends along the Delaware to a point that affords the nearest: and 
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most favorable crossing to the valley of the Susquehanna, which 
it enters at or near the great bend of that river. 

“ Pursuing a westerly and almost level course through the fertile 
valleys of the Susquehanna and Tioga rivers, the route crosses 
the head waters of the Genessee, having in its course intersected 
the terminations of the Ithica and Owego Railway, and the Che- 

nango and the Chemung canals in New York, the great Susquehan- 
na canal in Pennsylvania, and several other points that afford im, 

portant facilities for intercommunication. 
“From Genessee river, our route enters the valley of the Alleghany, 

and proceeds along that river, which affords a navigable communi- 
cation with Pittsburgh, the Pennsylvania canals, and the Ohio 

river. From the Alleghany, the route intersects the outlet of the 
Chatauque lake, by which a communication may be established with 
Lake Erie, and proceeds to the head waters of the French creek, 

in Pennsylvania, from whence it again communicates with the 

Alleghany and the Pennsylvania canals, on the one hand, and may 
be connected with the harbor of Erie on the other. 

* The benefits which would result from the construction of a rail- 

way, on the route which we have thus far followed, and its capacity 
to multiply the elements of individual and national prosperity, can 
be best appreciated by those who have carefully observed the ef- 
fects of such improvements ; but that portion of the route which 
remains to be considered, offers to our view results of the highest 

and most invaluable character. 
“From the western branch of the Alleghany, we proceed in a 

direction nearly parallel to the shore of Lake Erie, and entering the 
northern counties of Ohio, intersect the great canal of that State on 
the portage summit. A free and rapid communication is thus es- 

tablished both with the lakes and the Ohio river. 
* From the Ohio canal, the route proceeds in a western direction, 

near the forty-first parallel of latitude, along the fertile table lands 

which separate the tributary streams of the Ohio from those of the 
great northern lakes. Having entered the State of Indiana, we 

pass the head waters of the Wabash, intersect the route of the 
canal which is to unite the Wabash river with the lakes, enter the 

State of Illinois, and passing near the course of the Kankakee, 

arrive ut the head of steam-boat navigation on the Illinois river. 
“The Illinois, which is soon to be connected by a canal with 

Lake Michigan, affords good depth of water for steam-boats, with 
a current so slight, as to be, in many places, hardly perceptible. _ It 
affords excellent navigation for two hundred and fifty miles, through 
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a country of unbounded fertility, to the Mississippi river, which it 
enters near the mouth of the Missouri, and a short distance above 

the flourishing and important town of St. Louis. 
“ Having accomplished this grand object, our railway continues 

near the bend of the Illinois, and at a distance of little more than 

sixty iniles, reaches the banks of the Mississippi: 
“The proposed point of junction with that immense river, is im- 

mediatély above the Rock Island rapids, from whence the naviga- 
tion is at all seasons uninterrupted to the River St: Peters, and the 
Falls of St. Anthony. The country bordering on the Mississippi, 
for a great distance above the termination of the railway route, 

besides its immense fertility, contaius inexhaustible quantities of 
lead ore, and is supposed also to abound in copper. 
“The whole distance from the Hudson river to the Mississippi, 

at the junction of Rock river, is less than one thousand miles. The . 
route extends along one of the best parallels of temperate latitude, 
and in great part through the most fertile and valuable portions of 
our country. A railway constructed upon this route, would con- 
nect, in the most advantageous manner, the agricultural, navigating, 
and commercial interests of the regions bordering on the namerous 

rivers, canals, and lakes, with which it communicates ; and would 

extend the production and dissemination of valuable commodities 
throughout the most distant portions of our common country. 

“Tn a military, as well as commercial point of view, the results 

of such a railway would surpass the power of calculation. With 
such ample means for throwing any amount of military force and 
material, at any time, to almost any point of our frontier, with.a 
rapidity resembling that of an express rider, we should have little 
occasion to claim the respect of our proudest foes, whether savage 

or civilized. 
“The whole extent of the proposed railway could be constructed 

for asum not exceeding that which the State of New York has 
expended on its justly celebrated canals; and its cost would be 

trifling, in comparison with its benefits, or even to the increased 
value, which it would give to the lands which border on the route. 

It would, when completed, be far more beneficial in its effects on 

the intervening country, and on our national prosperity, than to 
turn the Mississippi itself into the same course. Free from the in- 
undations, the currents, the rapids, the ice, and the sand bars of that 

mighty stream, the rich products of its wide spread valley would 

be driven to the shores of the Atlantic, with greater speed, than if 
wafted by the wings of the wind; and the rapid return of com- 
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mercial equivalents would spread life and prosperity over the facé 
of the finest and fairest portion of the habitable world. 

“ Without inquiring whether such a work could be best accom- 
plished by the several States through which the route extends; or 
by incorporations, aided by grants of money or lands from the 
General Government ; or by appropriations from the surplus funds, 
which will soon be at the disposal of that Government ; it is suffi- 
cient to assert, that our citizens have only to appreciate the value 

of the enterprize, and raise their voices in its favor, and it will be 
accomplished.” 

An examination of the more detailed description of the route 
through the State of New York, is, in fact, as good a location of 
the route as could have been made without any instrumental survey: 

May we not hope that the good work thus auspiciously commen- 
ced, may extend not only to Lake Erie but to the far west, and in 
its completion fulfil and more than fulfil the most sanguine antici- 
pations of its first proposer. 

SNOW ON RAILROADS. 

As the seasori is now rapidly approaching when frost and snow 
are to make their appearance, the prudént engineer or superintend- 
ant is examining his apparatus for the winter campaign, determined 
that no delay shall be caused by want of preparation: The subject 
is one of much importance, and not a little ingenuity is required in 
contriving and managing snow plows and scrapers. 

We are not about to enter into an examination of the various 

contrivances proposed for this purpose, but to make a suggestion 
which we conceive may result in much good to the cause of rail- 
roads. 
We propose to all those concerned in managing or directing 

railroads, to keep a record of the obstructions caused by snow or 

sleet,—of the means used for their removal,—of the length and 

character of the delay, if any occurs,—and of all such matters as 

relate to this subject. 

At the end of the season, we shall be most happy to receive the 

result of such observations, and publish them for the mutual benefit 

of those who furnish the information. 

We hope from the result, to obtain actual proof that railroads are 

the only free and uninterrupted means of communication during the 

winter season, and thus to bring one of the strongest arguments that 

can be adduced in favor of the system. Weare persuaded that no 

greater stimulus need be given for the trifling care and attention 

which our request involves. 
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BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD REPORT, SEPTEMBER 30; 184]. 

Length of road in use, flat bar, : - 92 miles 

edge rail, - - 19 miles 

111 miles 

The road from Harper’s Ferry to Hancock is 
expected to be in operation May 1, 1842, 42 miles 

From Hancock to Cumberland is expected to be 
in operation October 1, 1842, r - 54 miles 

96 miles 

Total receipts for the year ending September 30, 1841, $391,069 
(being about $41,342 less than the year 1840, the fall- 

ing off being principally in flour, say 188,000 barrels 

less than in 1840.) 

Expenses for the same period. 
Transportation : 

Fuel, salaries to agents, superintendants, con- 

ductors, etc., - ° ° - $107,207 

Repairs to passenger cars, - : ac” Sea 
Do. to burden cars, - : - 17,783 

Do. to locomotives, ‘ : - 20,640 
————. 152,740 

Maintenance of way: 

Repairs to road, - 69,100 

Do. to depots, - 5,485 
Do. to water-stations, 748 

Do. tobridges, = 584 

Management : 
Office rent, incidentals, salaries, house rent, etc., 

Charges extraordinary : 

New passenger and burden cars, . a 9,766 

New water stations,engine house, and old claim 
for right of way, - * - « 11,850 

21,616 

$261,239 

The expenses proper on this road for this year, were 61 per cent. 
18 
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on gross receipts, being a reduction on those of the preceding year.. 

The repairs to the road have also been lessening since 1837, when. 

they were $97,000, as compared with $69,000 in 1841 ; and as the 

whole line has now attained nearly a complete renovation, it is 

expected that the expenses of the current year will show a still 
further reduction. It is stated in this report that the repairs on 
the 19 miles of edge rail were only $180 per mile, on the 92 miles 
of flat rail, $724. This should be a caution to those who still per- 
sist in recommending the flat bar road, which, besides being such 
a moth in itself, devours everything that is connected with it, and 
neutralizes at least one-third of the motive power. The dividend 
paid on this main stem was 3} per cent. per annum. 
We turn, however, with more satisfaction to the Washington 

branch of this road, extending to Baltimore, 40 miles, having an 
edge rail, and otherwise complete in its equipment ; the cost of this 
branch is stated at $1,779,000. 

For the year ending the 30th September, 1841, the re- 
ceipts were, - - - - - $231,700 

Expenses for the same period. 
Transportation : 
Fuel, salaries to agents, superintendants, con- 

ductors, etc., - . - - $30,906 

Repairs to burden cars, _* - . 4,592 

Do. to passenger cars, - - - 4,487 
Do. to locomotives, - - - 7,972 

—— 47,957 

Maintenance of way: 
Repairs to road, water stations, etc., i 24,231 

Management : 
Qffice rent, salaries, incidentals, etc., 6,872 

$79,060 
Extraordinary charges : 
Construction of tonnage depot at Washington, 

Do. of new burden cars, - 
Paid an.old:claim of right of way, —- 
Interest on Elkridge annuity, - - 

Taxes to.State 1 of receipts for passengers, 
48,488 

$127,548 

The expenses proper on this road were equal to 34 per cent. on 

the gross receipts, being a reduction on those of the preceding year, 
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and the dividend paid was 6 per cent. per annum, after deduct- 
ing tax by the State of more than 2! per cent. on the capital. 
This may be truly classed among the successful specimens of the 
railway, although but a short line. 

On the future prospects, as respects the completion of the main 
road to Cumberland, the report remarks as follows: 

“It is no part of the design of this report to speculate upon the 

increase of the profits, which may be expected from the completion 
of the road to Cumberland, which may now be so soon realized. 
In justice, however, to the expectations with which this great en- 

terprise has hitherto been fostered by the public authorities, in any 
view in which the subject may be considered, this increase should 
not be overlooked. ‘The construction of the new road west of 
Harper’s Ferry will be of the most approved and substantial kind, 
of easy grades and light curvatures, and adapted to the transpor- 
tation of the heaviest materials, at a far less cost than must neces- 

sarily be incurred upon a less perfect structure. The extension 
of the work to Cumberland will offer a practicable means of trans- 
portation for the vast mineral resources of the Allegany region, at a 
moderate cost, and may be expected to ensure a speedy development 
both of the coal and iron of that portion of the country. Nor can 

it be doubted that the fertile valley between Harper’s Ferry and 
Cumberland, important resources of business will be opened, while 
every material approach to the western waters, must afford new 

facilities to the trade and travel from the great valley of the Mis- 
sissippi.” 

We say to the city of Baltimore, persevere in your great enter- 
prise, an ample reward will flow from so doing; and it will not fail 
to occur to the reader how applicable are the remarks of the above 

extract to a kindred work now completing between Philadelphia 
and the Schuylkill coal region, which, of far wider influence in its 

effects, has yet but little of public favor to cheer it through the dif- 
ficulties of the times. Both have canals to contend against ; and 
looking to the many drawbacks which attach to the Baltimore raik 
road, it is truly marvellous to see it thus thriving in spite of such 
competition,—the rates of the canal being made without any refer- 
ence to repaying cost of the work. Down the Schuylkill, however, 
a different state of things is found, the railway will there be com- 
plete in every respect, and will not be long in showing its pre-emi- 
inence over its rival. 

A useful comparison can be made of these two roads as to the 
mere cost of transportation by either, thus : 
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On the Baltimore and Ohio $391,000 were earned at an expen- 
diture of $152,700, or 39 per cent. 

On the Baltimore and Washington $231,700 were earned at an 
expenditure of 48,000, or 21 per cent. 

The flat and edge rail character of these roads explain in good 
part this disparity in cost of transportation. Those who would 
judge accurately of railways must test them first by this item, as 
most of them, from more or less dead weight, only deceive by 

their general results, and these two roads are not exceptions in that 
respect. me 

The public, if not already, are about turning over a new leaf in 
estimating the railway ; and as first in importance, it will require 
to know how clear it starts of unproductive cost, taxation, etc. We 
recommend as the best subject for study the road above alluded to, 
between Philadelphia and Pottsville, which proposes to carry coal 

at a cost of 25 per cent. on a gross charge of $2 per ton, or at 40 

to 50 cents per ton for one hundred miles; but which the majority 
persist in calling only theory, in the teeth of abundant experience, 
such say, as is given above, on the Baltimore and Washington rail- 
way, which transports at a cost of only 21 per cent., and is in every 
respect inferior to the road of which such a marvel is asserted. 

The stock of this coal railway is now selling at $23 for 50 paid, 
(now in course of completion). 

The stock of the Schuylkill navigation, now selling at $43, for 
50 paid, (a fall from $180), 

The stock of the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company, now 
selling at $106, for 100 paid, (a rise from $75). 
We ask to record these quotations, without comment, for future 

reference. 

THEORY OF THE PROCESS FOR PRESERVING TIMBER, CANVAS, AND 

CORDAGE, BY THE SULPHATES OF IRON AND COPPER. 

In explaining the theory on which I have formed my method of 
treating timber for its preservation, it may be both pertinent and 
availing to show its agreement with the opinions of one of the 
latest and most approved authors who have either treated the sub- 
ject professedly, or have only incidentally stated the general prin- 
ciples of decay, and the means by which it may be prevented. Of 
the latter description, is Dr. Ure, of Glasgow,—more distinguished, 
perhaps, for his extensive and practical usefulness in the arts and 

manufactures, than any other chemist of the present age. 

In his late very valuable “ Dictionary of the Arts,” ete., Dr. Ure 
has presented so definite and philosophical a description of the 
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process of vegetable decomposition—and his principles of de- 
cay, with the means suggested for preventing it, are so clearly 
identical with those J had previously adopted,*—that in quoting a 
few of his sentences, I gladly employ his high authority to confirm 
the propriety of my process and its rationale. 

“In vegetables which putrefy,” says the Doctor, “it is the albumen 
which first suffers decomposition. When dissolved in water (as it 
always is in its natural state) it very readily putrefies in a moderately 
warm air; but when coagulated it seems as little liable to putridity 
as fibrin itself. Hence those means, which, by coagulation, make the 

albumen insoluble, or form with it a new compound which does not 
dissolve in water, but which resists putrefaction, are powerful anti- 
septics.” 

“In this way, acids,” alcohol, salt, sugar, and a great variety of 
chemical substances, act in preserving, for domestic use, our sum- 

mer fruits and vegetables, and in curing meat, hides, ete. “ But, 

than all others,” continues Dr. Ure, “the metallic salts operate still 

more effectually as antiseptics, because they form with albumen still 

more intimate combinations. Under this head, we especially class 

the green and red sulphates of iron, the sulphate of copper, and cor- 

rosive sublimate.” 

On a different occasion, he says, “ albumen occasions precipitates 

with the solutions of almost every metallic salt, and according to 

Dr. Bostock, a drop of saturated solution of corrosive sublimate let 
fall into water, containing one two-thousandths of albumen, occa- 

sions a milkiness and curdy precipitate.” In other places, Dr. Ure 
classes the sulphates of iron and copper, for identity and power of 
effect, by the side of corrosive sublimate ; and I have had occasion 

to show to many engineers and others that the solution of these 

sulphates, in the proportions in which I use them, produces with 
albumen the appearance here spoken of, in precisely the same man- 

ner, and in an equally strong degree, as the solution of corrosive 
sublimate. 

The expulsion of water and of oxigen gas, or the fixation of them 
by other substances, is another necessary means, stated by Dr. 
Ure, for the prevention of putrefaction: “Even in those cases 
where no separation of the albumen takes place in a coagulated 

form, or as a solid precipitate, by the operation of a substance 
foreign to the juices, putrefaction cannot go on, any more than 
other kinds of fermentation, in bodies wholly or in a great measure 
deprived of their water.” This, and the expulsion of the gas, so 
ee 

* His dictionary was first published in 1839 ;—my patent was obtained a year before, in 

1838, 
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necessary to putrefaction, “is most readily accomplished by heat, 
which, by expanding the air, evolves it in a great measure, and at 

the same time favors the fixation of the (remaining) oxigen in the 
extractive matter, so as to make it no longer availabe towards the 

putrefaction of the other substances.” 
From the above quotations, then, it appears, on the authority of 

Dr. Ure, that albumen is the first subject of decay in timber; and 

that, by the removal of its water of solution and the gases, and the 

conversion of the albumen into an incorruptible coagulum, the 

surest means are adopted of preventing that decay. It appears, 
also, that the most certain method of accomplishing this, is by the 

employment of corrosive sublimate, or of the su/phates of iron and 
copper with heat. Now, such are the very means I employ ; and 
in such proportions as many experiments have taught me are most 
efficacious and advantageous, 

I confidently, therefore, refer to Dr. Ure for sanction of the 
principles and practice J had already adopted in my process ; and 
believe it to present as much certainty as belongs to any method 

yet known, of giving to timber the durability of which we are in 
search, and to all vegetable material, as canvas and cordage, of 

which it is as preservative as of timber. 
Epwarp Earur, Patentee. 

Parmapetrnia, June, 1841, 

Crrcutar.—The Preservation of Timber, Canvas, and Cordage.— 

The Process and Apparatus for the above purpose, having undergone 

repeated improvements by which they are now brought to a degree 
of cheapness and facility beyond which he can hardly expect to 
advance them; and the power of the process being fully admit- 
ted ;—the Patentee offers the use of it on the following reduced 
terms. This reduction he regards as a concession, no less proper 
than necessary, to the pecuniary difficulties of the present period— 
felt by all, and by none more than those most forward in the enter- 

prises of improvement: many of whom, although desirous to avail 
themselves of its benefits, have hitherto been prevented by the cost 
that has attended it. In yielding, therefore, to the imperative cir- 
cumstances of the times, he does not affect to be uninfluenced by 
the bearing it may have on his own interests. 

To JOINT STOCK RAILROAD compantes he offers the use of his 
patent-right—be the quantity of timber on the track more or less— 
at $75 per mile, part payable, if preferred, in stock of the company. 

To the other joint stock companies—and individuals—for canals, 
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bridges, and steamboats ;—for ships, canal boats, wharves, docks, 

mill-wheels, posts and rails, scantling, shingles—and, in short, for 

almost every purpose for which the duration of timber is desirable 
—he offers it at a cent per cubic foot. 

The Apparatus—which, by constant efforts to improve it, he has: 
very recently formed in such manner as to be either stationary or 
removable from place to place—may be had, adapted to every pur- 

pose, at 30 to 250 dollars; the last being. with suitable tanks, equal 

to the curing of 6 to 8000 cubic feet of timber, of the largest,size 
and length generally employed, at a single operation, or in six to 
eight days; shorter and smaller pieces in 24 to 72 hours. The 
cost, including the’ salts, the labor, and fuel, may be estimated at 

I} to 2 cents per cubic foot. 
Epw. Eartez, Patentee. 

Pamapepnia, June, 1841. 

TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE WINCHESTER AND POTOMAC RAIL’ 
ROAD COMPANY, TO JULY 15, 1841. 

The business done on this road for the past year is given as fol- 

lows. It is a useful feeder to the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and 
connects with it at Harper’s Ferry, being 32 miles long. 
Receipts : 

Mail, etc.,etc., - - - - - $2,245 

Passengers, - - - - - 16,163 

Merchandize, equal to about 19,000 tons trans- 

ported, principally flour, - - - 43,700 
——_ 62,108 

Last year’s balance, : - - 4,11} 

$66,212 
Disbursements: 

Transportation : 

Repairs to engines, fuel, wages to attendants in trains and 

at depots, oil, etc., - - - . - $22,455 

Maintenance of way: 
Repairs of road, and general renewal of the same, - 28,093 

Interest account : 
Interest on loans, - 3,946 

Charges extraordinary : ) 
Drawback account, loss by fire and damages, removing | 

snow, etc., etc., - - - ~ - 6,335: 

Management : | 
Salaries to president, officers, etc., - 4,861 

——— 

$65,690 
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Being originally constructed on the cheap flat bar plan, and doing 
principally a freighting business, it is not surprising to find the 

managers of this road so soon announcing that its “ superstructure 
had reached a crisis which required every active effort to renew 
and sustain it.” From this and other causes, it had in fact become 

a complete Pandora’s box—from which, however, it is now happily 
rescued, and in the current year, under its present state of renova- 
tion, as to superstructure, machinery, and management, combined 

with the prospect of increased business and travel, more profitable 

results are confidently promised by its directors. 
The following remarks from this report, on the “ future policy of 

the road,”* are very appropriately defensive of the system of rail- 
ways, and we recommend it to the attention of our readers, par- 
ticularly for the economical results expected from the new eight 
wheeled engine built Messrs. Eastwick & Harrison, Philadelphia, 
lately put on the road. 

It would be more useful and intelligible to both stockholders and 
the public if the reports and disbursements on railroads generally, 
were classified in the manner above, giving also the number of en- 
gines employed, and the total miles run doing the year’s business. 
As most of the reports are now made, no distinct idea can be form- 
ed from them. 

COMPLIMENT TO AMERICAN MECHANICAL SKILL. 

It was declared at the meeting of the committee to inquire into 
the condition and operation of the railway system in England, Sir 

Frederick Smith in the chair, that the American locomotives of 

Mr. Norris’s build, (in use on the Birmingham and Gloucester road,) 

performed 50 per cent. more work than any English engine of 

equal weight.—[See London Railway Times, of 22d May, 1841.} 

{From the Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal.] 

ENGINEERING WORKS OF THE ANCIENTS. 

Mines of the Thasians.—Siphnians.—Athenians.—Continuing our 
extracts from Herodotus, we find that the Thasians derived consid- 
erable wealth from their mines. From those of gold at Scaptesy- 
la, they obtained upon an average eighty talents ; Thasus itself did 
not produce so much; but they were, on the whole, so affluent, that 
being generally exempt from taxes, the whole of their annual rev- 
enue was two hundred, and in the times of the greatest abundance, 
three hundred talents. It may be observed that many of the Greek 

* See report in another part of this number. 
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states derived considerable revenues from mines, which admitted 
of the application of slave labor on a large scale. So with some of 
our modern states, mining and mining monopolies are important 
sources of income. Of the Thasian mines, Herodotus remarks, 
that he had seen them, the most valuable were those discovered by 
the Phoenicians, who also were engaged in the Cornish tin trade, 
and in working the mines of Spain. The Phcenicians are stated 
by our author to have first made a settlement on the island under 
the conduct of one Thasus, and to have named the island after 
him. The mines so discovered, were between a place called Ainyra 
and Ceenyra. Opposite to Samothracia was a large mountain, 
which, by the search after mines, was effectually levelled, from 
which it is evident that the working was surface working. The 
Thasians also, according to the testimony of Thucydides, had some 
valuable mines on the coast of Thrace. Ifthe mining of the Tha- 
sians was confined to surface-working, it could scarcely be from 
want of a knowledge of other modes, as we shall see by the exam- 
ple of the Samians, that tunnelling was carried on upon a large 
scale. The Siphnians were also a mining people, their soil pro- 
ducing both gold and silver, in such abundance, that from a tenth 
part of their revenues, they had a treasury or cash-box, as we 

should call it, in the general bank of Greece at Delphi, equal in 
value to the richest which that temple possessed. Their power was 
consequently considerable, and they were, at one time the richest 
of all the inhabitants of the islands, although their territory was but 
small, being one of the seventeen small islands opposite Attica, 
called the Cyclades. This isle is now called Siphanto, and although 
it no longer has mines of gold and siiver, it still has plenty of lead, 
which the rains discover. The Siphnians, every year, made an 
equal distribution among themselves of the produce of their mines, 
as did the Athenians of that of the silver mines of Attica. In al- 
lusion to stream-works, Herodotus says that the Indians obtained 
great abundance of gold, partly by digging, and partly from the 
rivers. Of the Ethiopian gold our author speaks, but does not say 
how it was obtained. Tin is mentioned as being obtained from the 
Cassiterides, supposed to be the Scilly Isles, of which Herodotus 
says, that he has little information. The North-west of Asia is re- 
presented as abounding with gold, but how it was obtained was not 
known. This passage might refer to the mines of the Ural. 

Works of the Samians.—Tunnel.— Aqueduct.—Mole.— Engineers. 
—The Samians were distinguished among the Greeks for their en- 
gineering monuments, for which very reason Herodotus says that 
he was particular in his account of those islanders. Of these 
works, remains to this day exist. Through a high mountain they 
are said to have cut a passage, seven stadia (about a mile) long, 
eight feet high, and as many wide. By the side of this was a canal 
or aqueduct three feet in breadth, and twenty cubits, according to 
our author, in depth, but in this there must be some mistake. In 
this, canal pipes were laid, conveying to the town the water of a 
copious spring, supposed to be that of Metelinous. Another work 

19 
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is the Mole now forming the left horn of Port Tigrani. According 
to Herodotus, it was two stadia or more in length, and twenty or- 
gyie or cubits in height. The engineer of the tunnel was Eupali- 
nus, the son of Naustrophus, and an inhabitant of Megara. 

Trench of the Scythians.— Walls.—Bridges.—The descendants of 
the slave population having revolted against the Scythians, inter- 
sected the country with a deep trench, supposed to have separated 
the Crimea from the mainland. In the time of the Emperor 
Constantine, Porphyrogenitus, this was filled up, it must, however, 
have existed for a long period. In Scythia are also mentioned 
bridges and walls constructed by the Cimmerians. 

Potysius.—Carthaginian Engineering.—Bridge over the Macar. 
— New Carthage Canal.—God of Mining.—From Herodotus, we 
come to Polybius, but it is to be regreted that the latter has rather 
applied himself to accounts of political intrigues, than the descrip- 
tions of the physical features of the countries on which he writes. 
From him, therefore, we are enabled to glean but little information, 
and that of a most discursive character. He gives several hints 
showing us the capacity of the Carthaginians for engineering, but 
he has not entered into those explanations which would have come 
with weight from him as an eye witness. The passage of the Alps, 
by Hannibal, is sufficient to prove the skill of the Carthaginians, 
but we have too vague a description of the mode of proceeding, to 
allow us to profit by it. 

In the Ist book, chapter 6,a singular account is given of a bridge 
near Carthage, which was laid over the Macar, a deep and rapid 
river, scarcely fordable in any part. This was the only bridge on 
the river, and formed one of the passes to Carthage. On it, Poly- 
bius states that a town was built by the soldiers, and used as a gar- 
rison. The roads in the neighborhood of Carthage, were mostly 
made by great labor. 

In their military operations, the Carthaginians were well accus- 
tomed to pass rivers, instances of which we have in the course of 
Hannibal’s expedition. His passage of the Rhone, belongs rather 
to military tactics, but there is one point to which we think it ne- 
cessary to allude, as it may be of interest to our bridge engineers. 
Having formed a line of large boats across the river, he made use 
of them as a coffer-dam or breakwater, and under shelter of them, 
passed over the troops in canoes, and swam over the horses, which 
were guided alongside of the vessels by men stationed on board of 
them. 

At New Carthage, (Carthagena) in Spain, one of their principal 
colonies, we again find traces of their engineering works, between 
the lake and sea they cut a narrow navigable canal, and across this 
there was a bridge used by carriages and beasts of burden. In the 
city, one of the hills was dedicated to Aletes, who is said to have ob- 
tained divine honors, from having first discovered the silver mines, 
which were extensively wrought by the Carthaginians in Spain. 

Greek Engineering —Bridges—Phenice—Psophis.—In Epirus, 
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we find mention of a bridge, which seems to have been after the 
fashion of that at Babylon, mentioned in our first article, and to 
have been of a class common among the ancients. This was at 
Pheenice, and had piers of stone with moveable planks laid upon it. 
At Psophis, in Arcadia, a bridge is mentioned, over the Eryman- 
thus, a great and rapid stream. 

Causeway—Ambracus.—Ambracus, in Etolia, is descried as a 
fortress of considerable strength, situated in the middle of a marsh, 
and secured by a walland outworks. It was onlyto be approach- 
ed by one narrow causeway. It was besieged and taken by Philip 
king of Macedonia, who carried causeways through the marsh. 

Size of Ports——Speaking of Tichos, a fortress near Patra, Polyb- 
ius says that it was of no great size, being not more than a stadium 
and a half in circumference, so that it might have sides of eighty 
yards in length. 

Engineers.—Among the supplies furnished by the Rhodians to 
the Sinopeans in their war against Mithridates, engineers are 
mentioned, and military engines. 

Rebuilding of Rhodes.—On the destruction of Rhodes by an 
earthquake, large supplies were sent by the allies of that city in 
order to enable them to rebuild it. Among these supplies Ptolemy, 
king of Egypt, sent forty thousand cubits of square pieces of fir; 
a hundred architects, and three hundred and fifty laborers, An- 
tigonus sent them ten thousand pieces of timber, that was proper 
to be cut into solid blocks from eight to sixteen cubits ; five thou- 
sand planks of seven cubits ; three thousand weight of iron. Seleu- 
cus, his father, sent ten thousand cubits of timber. Other parties 
sent in the same proportion. 

Building materials seem to have been considered as of great 
value, for in case of the sacking of towns the timber and tiles -were 
frequently carried off. 

[From the Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal. ] 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 

“Remarks on the comparative advantages of long and short con- 
necting rods, and long and short stroke engines.” By John 
Seaward, M. Inst. C. E. 

The author commenccs the communication with a description of 
the engines first placed on board the steam frigate, “ The Gorgon.” 

The engines are constructed on the principle of “direct action,” 
that is, the power is communicated directly from the piston to the 
crank, without the intervention of side levers, and the other parts 
usually employed in the construction of marine engines; this is one 
leading feature. Another is, that the main shafts are placed direct- 
ly over the centre of the cylinder; and as these shafts are carried 
by strong frames and wrought iron columns standing upon the cy+ 
inders, the force of the engines is confined between the cylinders 
and the frame, and thus isolated from the sides of the vessel. Other 
advantages accruing from this construction are, in the author’s opin- 
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ion, a saving of space and weight, the absence of the vibration re- 
sulting from the action of the side levers, and a more efficient ap- 
plication of motive power, arising from the simplicity of the con- 
struction and diminution of friction. 

Two main objections have been urged against this system—Ist, 
that the shortness of the connecting rod causes a loss of effect ; 
and 2nd, that the shortness of the stroke is a disadvantageous ap- 
plication of the power of steam. 

The arguments in support of these objections are combated at con- 
siderable length. With reference to the alleged loss of power by 
the use of the short connecting rod, it is argued, that as no ar- 
rangement of long or short rods or levers could create power ; so 
no arrangement of similar parts could be productive of loss of pow- 
er. A geometrical investigation of the force actually exerted on the 
crank by long and short connecting rods is then given, and the re- 
sult deduced is, that by adding together the whole of the force ex- 
erted by the two kinds of connecting rods respectively, during one 
entire rotation, they both give the same actual amount; thus pro- 
ving, that no loss arises from the use of the short connecting rod. 

It is admitted, that there is some increase of friction on the jour- 
nals of the connecting rod joints, but this occurs only at the ex- 
treme angles ; some allowance is also to be made for the increased 
angular motion about the lower joints of the rod, but they are not 
collectively of sufficient importance to be considered as any objec- 
tion in practice. 

The calculations given are under the approval of Professor Airy, 
who thus expresses himself :—* The greatest force of the ‘ Gorgon’ 
engines (when both cranks are below the horizontal line) is greater 
than the greatest force with common engines, but the least force is 
not less than the /east force with common engines.” 

The whole power, in a complete revolution of the crank, is the 
same in both. 

That a long stroke engine, under certain circumstances, may be 
more advantageously employed than a short one, is admitted ; but 
considering the steam engine per se, it argued, that the latter pos- 
sesses no advantage over the former. 

In two engines of equal power, equally well constructed, the 
length of the stroke being respectively eight feet and four feet, the 
cylinder of the latter having double the area of that of the former, 
making the same number of revolutions per minute, and having the 
steam passages and valves of the same area, it is clear, that the me- 
chanical action of the steam must be identical, because the same 
volume of steam will produce an equal mechanical effect, whether 
it be introduced into a long narrow cylinder, or into a short wide 
one ; setting aside the effect of working expansively, which, how- 
ever, is not at all affected by the shortening of the cylinder: for it 
is just as practicable to shut off the steam at one-half, one-third, 
or one-fourth of the stroke of a short cylinder as of a long one. 

The most essential differences between these two engines must 
be in the relative amount of friction, and of radiation of heat from 
the cylinders and passages. 
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In a well made engine four-fifths of the friction is due to the 
packings of the piston, air-pump bucket, and stuffing boxes, and 
about one-fifth to the gudgeons, crank pin, and other moving parts. 
The friction of the piston packing is as the circumference multipli- 
ed into the space through which the piston travels, and into the 
depth of the packing; therefore in a cylinder 30 inches diameter, 
8 feet long, the friction of the packing will be as 24, while ina 
cylinder of 42:4 inches in diameter, 4 feet long, it will be only as 17. 

The same train of reasoning is extended to the other moving 
parts, and shows that -if the total friction in the short stroke be 
100, that of the long stroke engine will be 123. 
The radiation of heat from the cylinders will be as the relative 

areas of surface, which is less in the short stroke than in the long. 
An examination of the comparative friction of the moving parts 

of steam engines is entered into; rules for computing, and tabular 
results are given; and the author concludes by observing, that al- 
though the relative dimensions selected as examples are uncommon 
in England, they are not so in America, where pistons of marine 
engines frequently travel at the rate of three hundred to four hun- 
dred feet per minute. It is contended that the speed of the piston 
is immaterial, provided the engine be well proportioned to the 
speed ; at the same time bearing in mind that a slow speed will be 
more favorable for the easy and pleasant working of the engine, 
and for durability. ‘The paramount objects to be aimed at in the 
construction of marine engines are, the greatest saving of fuel, 
space, and weight, and the durability of the machine ; and as the 
question is not whether the stroke should be eight feet or four feet, 
but relates to a diminution from the present length of seven feet to 
probably six feet, it is contended that the form of the “Gorgon” 
engines offers considerable advantages in the points treated of, in- 
dependently of the positive diminution of weight and space, which 
formes no part of the immediate inquiry. 
A drawing of the “Gorgon” engines accompanied the commu. 

nication. 

“ Description of a thirty-ton crane, erected on the quay of Earl 
Grey's dock, Dundee harbor.” By James Leslie, M. Inst. C. E. 

The crane is placed on a stone platform sixteen feet square, 
raised six feet above the level of the quay, with its centre seven 
feet back from the dock face; and as the sweep or radius is thirty- 
five feet to the perpendicular of the jib-sheave, the load is suspen- 
ded twenty-eight or twenty-nine feet over the dock (as the double 
or single purchase sheave is used.) The height of the sheave 
above the level of the quay is forty feet. 

Instead of the framing revolving about a fixed post, as in the 
usual mode of construction, the post itself is connected with the fra- 
ming, and turns with it, so that the strain may be always in the di- 
rection of the greatest strength. 

To avoid the extra dimensions of the castings for the post, if it 
had been composed entirely of cast iron, and for facility in the 
construction, the parts of cast and wrought iron are so combined 
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that the “ push” is thrown upon the cast-iron abutting piéove which 
is placed in front, while the back part, consisting of wrought-iron 
tension bars, bears the “pull.” The two rings on the post are 
turned on the face and edges, and being bolted together form a fair 
surface for the friction rollers, while the back forms a rest for the 
tension bars. , 

These back tension bars are three inches wide by two anda 
half inches thick, each, forming an aggregate section of forty-five 
inches. They were all proved in the bent form in which they are 
used, by making fast the ends of each bar to cross heads held apart 
by two logs, and suspending a load of twenty-four tons from the 
po Ra formed by the bend in the bar; this was calculated to be 
equivalent to a longitudinal strain of ninety tons. There are also 
two side tension bars, two inches square each, firmly sunk in the 
cast iron block, and bolted to the top of the framing. 

The post revolves within a cast-iron cylinder twenty-seven feet 
deep, five feet three inches in diameter, with turned and bored 
water tight joints. The whole is surrounded with masonry, bound 
together by strong iron hoops and diagonal tie bars passing through 
the fixed ring. 

The jib is of oak two feet diameter in the middle, and twenty- 
one inches at the ends; the two wrought iron jib stays are each 
three and a half inches diameter; the chain is of 1} inch iron. 
Eight men easily lift a weight of thirty tons, and by means of the 
horizontal wheel work one man can turn it round. 

The total weight of the castings, wrought iron bars, chain, and 
‘brasses, is about fifty-nine tons. 

The crane was made and erected by Mr. Borrie, of Dundee, 
from the designs and under the direction of the author. 

The communication is accompanied by two elaborate working 
drawings, on a large scale, with details of the mode of construc- 
tion. 

“ An account of some experiments to determine the force necessary to 
punch holes through plates of wrought iron and copper.” By 
Joseph Colthurst. 

‘These experiments were performed with a cast iron lever, 11 feet 
long, multiplying the strain ten times, with a screw adjustment at 
the head, and a counterpoise. 

The sheets of iron and copper which were experimented upon 
were placed between two perforated steel plates, and the punch, 
the nipple of which was driven through by the pressure of the 
lever. 

The average results of the several experiments (which are given 
in a detailed tabular form) show that 

The power required Inch diameter. Through an Inch thich. 
to force a punch. 6°50 iron plate 0°08 is 6,025 Ibs, 

Do. 6°50 Do. 0°17 is 11,950 lbs. 
Do, 6°60 0°24 is 17,100 lbs. Do. 

Through a 
Do, 6°50 copper plate, 0°08 is 3,982 Ibs. 
Do, 6°50 Do, 0°17 is 7,883 lbs, 
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Hence it is evident, that the force necessary to punch holes of 
different diameters through metal of various thicknesses, is direct- 
ly as the diameter of the holes and the thickness of the metal. 

A simple rule gr determining the force required for punching, 
may be thus deduced. 

Taking one inch diameter, and one inch in thickness, as the units 
of calculation, it is shown that 150,000 is the constant number for 
wrought iron plates, and 96,000 for copper plates. 

Multiply the constant number by the given diameter in inches, 
and by the thickness in inches; the product is the pressure in 
pounds, which will be required to punch a hole of a given diameter, 
through a plate of a given thickness 

It was observed, that duration of pressure lessened considerably 
the ultimate force necessary to punch through metal, and that the 
use of oil on the punch reduced the pressure about eight per cent. 
A drawing of the experimental lever and apparatus accompanied 

the communication. 

“Upon the application and use of auxiliary steam power, for the pur- 
pose of shortning the time occupied by sailing ships upon distant 
voyages.” By Samuel Seaward, M. Inst. C. E. 

But few years have elapsed since the possibility of propelling ves- 
sels by the power of steam was treated as a chimera; and al- 
though the practicability of its application for short vuyages has 
been successfully demonstrated by the numerous vessels plying 
between this country and the Continent, it is but of very recent 
date that its employment for long sea voyages has been adopted. 
The weight of the powerful machinery and the fuel, and the con- 
sequent loss of space for cargo, together with many other circum- 
stances attendant on the present construction of steam vessels, in- 
duced the author (who received the education of a seaman, and 
has since had extensive practice as an engineer) to believe that a 
more efficient mode of employing steam power for long sea 
voyages might be adopted. 

otwithstanding the great improvements which have taken place 
in the construction of steam vessels, and their machinery, it would 
appear that the duration of the voyage ought not to exceed twenty 
days, after which time a fresh supply of fuel becomes necessary ; 
hence, steam has rarely been adopted for very long voyages. The 
reason of this limit to the duration of the voyage of a steam ves- 
sel, as at present equipped, is that an increase of power does not 
produce a corresponding increase of speed, while the weight of 
the machinery increases in proportion to the power employed, and 
in some cases exceeds it; for instance,small engines, with the water 
in the boilers, generally weigh about one ton per horse power, 
while in some large engines the ratio is nearly twenty-five cwt. per 
horse power. 

A quadruple increase of power will not produce double the origi- 
nal velocity in a steam ship, although, in theory, such is assumed to 
be the case ; for as the weight is more than doubled, the immersed 
sectional area becomes greater, and a still further increase of pow- 
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er is necessary. It has been shown by experience, that if a vessel 
with a given power is propelled through the water at the rate of 
eight miles per hour, her speed cannot be doubled, even though the 
power be multiplied twelve times, and the entir@ghold of the vessel 
occupied as an engine room. 

The weight of fuel is also in direct proportion to the size of the 
engines; so that taking, for example, two vessels of two hundred 
and of four hundred horse power respectively—that of the higher 
power will have to carry nearly double the weight both of fuel and 
of engines, and it is still questionable whether the increase force 
will propel the one ship more than 1} miles per hour faster than 
the other. 

The space occupied by the engines and fuel in the most valuable 
part of the ship, is also an important consideration: neither the 
“ President” nor “ British Queen” steamer although of two thousand 
tons measurement, is capable of carring more than five hundred 
tons of cargo when the fuel is on board. 
The author then examines the question of employing too much pow- 

er in a steam vessel, and refers to the “Liverpool,” as an instance 
that such may be the fact. It appears that with the original di- 
mensions of thirty feet ten inches beam, and engine power of four 
hundred and fifty horse, being a proportion of power to tonnage of 
about 1 to 24, the vessel was immersed four feet beyond the calcu- 
lated water line, and a decided failure was the natural consequence ; 
but when the breadth of beam was increased to thirty-seven feet, 
augmenting the capacity four hundred tons, and giving the pro- 
portion of one horse power to 33 tons burthen, the performance of 
the engine and the speed of the vessel were both materially im- 
proved. , 

The “ Gem,” Gravesend steamer, one hundred and forty-five feet 
long, by nineteen feet beam, had two engines of fifty horse power 
each; the speed was insufficient, being only twelve and a half miles 
through the water; but when the same engines were placed in the 
“Ruby,” which was one hundred and fifty feet long, and nineteen 
feet nine inches beam, the velocity of the latter vessel was thirteen 
and a half miles per hour. A pair of engines, of forty-five horse 
power each, were then placed in the “ Gem,” without altering the 
vessel, and in consequence of the diminished weight and draught 
of water, her speed then nearly equalled that of the “Ruby.” 

The author does not condemn the application of considerable 
power for vessels, provided it can be employed without materially 
increasing the weight and the area of the immersed midship sec- 
tion. It appears that the length of a steam voyage, to be profita- 
ble, is at present limited to twenty days for the largest class of 
steamers ; that we have about thirty others which can approach 

. twelve days, while the majority cannot employ steam beyond eight 
days successively, without a fresh supply of fuel. It is evident, 
therefore, that more efficient means must be adopted for the gen- 
eral wants of commerce in our extended intercourse with the Kast 
and West Indies, the Pacific, Mexico, Brazil, Australia, and all the 
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Sivtont colonies, which now demand rapid communication with 
ngland, 
The author refers to a pamphlet, published by him in 1827, en- 

titled, “observations on the possibility of successfully employing 
steam. power in navigating ships between this country and the 
East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope.” He therein proposed 
that large square rigged ships, of fifteen hundred to eighteen. hun- 
dred tons measurement, should be fully equipped and constructed, 
so as to sail ten or eleven miles per hour with a fair wind ; that 
they should carry engines of small power, to assist the sails in light 
winds, propel them at a moderate speed during calms, work into 
and out of harbor, etc., and thus sherten those portions of the 
voyage wherein so much time was usually lost. 

0 all well built good sailing vessels, of four hundred tons and 
upwards, “auxiliary steam” is applicable. A steam engine of the 
necessary power can without inconvenience be placed in such ves- 
sels, either on or between decks, so as propel a ship at the rate of 
four to five nautical miles per hour in a calm, and for this speed a. 
proportion of one horse power to twenty-five tons is amply suffi- 
cient. The practicability of applying this system to East India- 
men and other similar vessels is then examined at length, and it is 
shown that the ordinary speed of these ships under sail is, before 
the wind, eleven to twelve miles per hour, and in a gale thirteen to 
fourteen miles per hour, which is greater by two or three miles per 
hour than that of any ordinary steam vessel when under sail, on 
account of the latter being impeded by the wheels trailing in the 
water, and the slightness of their masts, spars, and rigging. The 
auxiliary steam power might, therefore, be efficiently applied, either 
by using it alone, or in conjunction with the sails, so as to keep up 
a uniform speed, by which a great saving of time could be effected 
in a long voyage. 

The conditions of sailing and steaming voyages to India, with 
the influence of the trade-winds, are then examined, and the au- 
thor proceeds to detail the experiments made by him, on board the 
“Vernon” Indiaman, which was the first sailing vessel that actually 
made a voyage out and home with “ auxiliary steam.” 

The “ Vernon,” built in 1839, by the owner, Mr. Green, was one 
thousand tons burden ; the sailing speed was about twelve to thir- 
teen miles per hour in a fresh gale, and being from her frigate build 
well calculated for the experiment, it was determined to equip her 
with a condensing engine of thirty horses power, placed midships 
on the main deck, between the fore and main hatchways ; the space 
occupied being twenty-four feet long by ten wide. The weight of 
the machiney was twenty-five tons, and it was so arranged that the 
motion was communicated direct from the piston cross-head by two 
side rods to the crank on the paddle shaft, placed immediately be- 
hind the lower end of the steam cylinder, which was horizontal. 
The wheels were fourteen feet diameter, projecting five feet, and 
were so constructed that the float boards could be raised to suit 
the draught of water of the ship ; or they could be taken entirely 

20 
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away if necessary, leaving the shafts projecting only eighteen inches 
beyond the sides. Under ordinary circumstances they were dis- 
connected from the engine by a simple contrivance, consisting of 
a moveable head, attached to the crank on the paddle shaft, by 
turning which, one quarter of a circle, the crank pin was liberated, 
and the wheels turned freely round. The “ Vernon,” thus equipped, 
having on board nine hundred tons of cargo, and sixty tons of coal, 
drew seventeen feet of water. In the first trial the speed of the 
vessel, under steam alone, was five and three-quarters nautical miles 
per hour, demonstrating how small a power is necessary for a 
moderate speed. She then started for Calcutta, and though the 
iston rod broke three times during the voyage, owing to a defect 

in one of the paddle shaft bearings, the passage was satisfactory. 
The details are given minutely, as are also those of the homeward 
voyage, which was performed from Calcutta to London in eighty- 
eight days, to which must be added seven days for necessary de- 
lay at the Cape, making a total of ninety-five days, which is the 
shortest passage on record. Great credit is given to Captain Den- 
ny for the judgment with which he used the auxiliary steam-power, 
and the course taken by him, by which he was enabled to over- 
come the difficulties incidental to a first trial of so important a 
system. The success of the “ Vernon,” induced the immediate 
application of engine power to the “ Earl Hardwicke” Indiaman, 
and both these vessels are now on their voyage out to Calcutta. 

This communication was accompanied by drawings of the “ Ver- 
non” and the “Earl Hardwicke,” and by a chart, on which was 
laid down the proposed daily course of a steam ship, on a voyage 
to and from Calcutta, showing where sails only are necessary, then 
where steam alone, and also when the joint agency of steam and 
wind would be required. Also, the daily progress of the “ Marquis 
of Huntly” Indiaman, of fourteen hundred tons burden, on a voy- 
age to India and China, and home, from the author’s own observa- 
tion, in the year 1816. 

For the purpose of demonstrating the ratio of power to velocity, 
a table was also given showing the velocity of ships of different 
tonnage, having steam power of various ratios, deduced from up- 
wards of one hundred experiments on large steam vessels, The 
mode of disengaging the cranks was illustrated by models showing 
the gradation, from the complication of the first idea, to the beau- 
tiful simplicity of the present plan, which is now employed on board 
of the government war steamers. 

TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS OF THE 

WINCHESTER AND POTOMAC RAILROAD COMPANY, TO THE STOCK- 

HOLDERS. 

The stockholders were informed in the last annual report of the 
board, that the superstructure of our road had reached a crisis, 
which required active effort to renew and sustain it. The expe- 
rience of the last year had convinced the board how uncertain was 
the supply of timber from our adjacent saw mills ; and admonished 
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them of the necessity of looking to a more sure and permanent : 
source of supply. Arrangements were accordingly made early last 
fall, to import a large quantity of pine lumber from the south. A 
contract for upwards of sixty thousand feet was made in North 
Carolina, all of which, with the whole home supply has been laid; 
equal to an entire renewal of one-third of the whole road. A far- 
ther supply of one hundred thousand feet has been ordered, a part 
of which has already reached Georgetown. The whole of this last 
order is expected to be laid by the 1st of next January. A correspond- 
ing quantity of sills are, have been, or will be provided and laid with- 
in the same time ; so that the whole superstructure of the road will 
be materially renewed in the course of the next year. A large 
quantity of iron of a heavier bar has also been purchased during 
the year, and laid; and the old iron as it is displaced is welded 
anew and straightened, so as to be placed on the track, with no 
material difference from what it was when first laid down. By a 
constant and persevering effort of this kind, with the small addi- 
tional supply of new iron, it is believed that the whole superstruc- 
ture of the road will be renewed in the course of the next year. 

It may be added, now that the pine timber, such as we receive, 
will resist decay twice as long as the oak, requires not more than 
half the number of spikes to keep it in repair, is of a length which 
enables the same force to do nearly twice the amount of labor, and 
costs less than we have heretofore paid for oak. 

The stockholders are thus advised of the exertions made during 
the last year, to renew the superstructure of the road, and of the 
means adopted by the board for its further improvement. It should 
be added, that the track at the curves and on the heavy embank- 
ments is being entirely renewed, the whole present superstructure 
being taken up, and an entire new track of sills and string-pieces 
6 by 6 laid to avoid the possibility of accidents at these passes. 

In this manner this track has been already renewed on the em- 
bankment between the Opequon bridges and some distance beyond 
them, as well as at Bulls Falls, and the same entire renewal will go 
on with energy and activity, until every such pass is entirely re- 
newed. 

The bridges and trussel work are regarded as perfectly safe, 
Two additional posts or pillars have been placed between every 
two trussels the whole length of the trussel work. A prudent fore- 
sight will prompt, however, as soon as possible, to cover our large 
bridges with roofs from the weather. The only remaining remark 
to be made on the superstructure of the road is, that when the 
present supply of timber shall have been laid, the expense of repairs 
will be materially diminished. 

Motive power.—The last report stated that three of five engines 
were in good repair. On the night of the 18th of March, a fire 
occurred at the engine house of the company while all the en- 
gines were within the building. ‘Two of them were soon drawn 
from the house with immaterial injury, while two others, the Poca. 
hontas and the Lilly, remained within until the fire was extinguish- 
ed, Jt resulted that the Pocahontas having her boiler filled with 
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‘water was not materially injured,—the other, the Lilly, has been in 
the shop since that time, or if run out on experiment, has not yet 
done any work on the road. 

In the state of things as they existed after the conflagration, the 
board deemed it most prudent to order an additional engine. It 
was obtained from the factory at Eastwick and Harrison of Phila- 
delphia. It is constructed on the eight wheeled principle, and 
weighs 13 tons. It is able to do the work of three of our former 
engines, and is reported to the board to injure the road less than 
the lightest of them. It is, therefore, capable of doing the whole 
freight transportation of the road, though it should increase greatly 
over any former year. 

This engine, the President, built by Messrs. Eastwick and Har- 
rison, of Philadelphia, has been running regularly from the 24th of 
April last, with the exception of a few days to clean her; and has 
not cost the company an expense during that time of more than 
ten dollars. 

There is no probable amount of frieght which the company is 
not now prepared to transport, at a greatly diminished expenditure. 

Car power.—In connection with the motive power of -the com- 
any, we may here refer to the car power. The company has 
abored under great inconvenience, and been put to great expense, 
from the inception of its business, by the plan of transferring all 
the freight at the Ferry, from and to, the cars of this company, and 
those of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad company. In the event 
of either company having an insufficiency of cars at the Ferry, the 
cars of either company were used as depots, to hold the freight 
until relieved. And this system operated with great hardship on 
our company ; because the descending greatly exceeded the ascend- 
ing trade: the business of either company was thus frequently ar- 
rested and the tide of commerce, checked and restrained, sought 
other channels. A negotiation was opened with the Baltimore 
company, to permit their cars to run through from Baltimore to 
Winchester, on such terms as to the two companies might seem 
just and proper; and such arrangement has been concluded suc- 
eessfully, so that no transfer of the goods from Baltimore is now 
made at the Ferry, and the freight which is started from that city in 
the morning reaches Winchester the same day, frequently before the 
passenger cars arrive. The same freight cars are re-loaded here 
for Baltimore, and of course .pass through in the same manner 
without any transfer. 
By a report of the superintendant to the president, which is on 

file, the actual saving to this company above our former expendi- 
ture for car power, expenses incident to the transfer, oil, etc., is 
more than equal to the whole amount paid to the Baltimore com- 
pany for the use of their cars, or in other words, we save annually 
asum equal to the whole annual expense of keeping up the car 
power. Some of the evils incident to the former arrangement 
were, the difficulty of examining all the freight as it reached the 
Ferry, the perplexity of comparing the freight with the manifest 
sent with it, the trouble of re-manifesting all the freight, the dis- 
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crepancies between the manifests of the two companies, arising 
from the inattention or incapity of clerks, the impossibility of ad- 
justing justly, losses which might exist or might be supposed -to 
exist ; the damages which the goods suffered from the act of trans- 
fer, the great expense to each company in keeping up the system, 
the exposure to depredation and the weather, which the property 
suffered whilst remaining at the Ferry, and above all, and more than 
all these evils combined, the time lost to the companies and the com- 
munity. By the former arrangement, or rather want of arrange- 
ment, double the time was always taken, and frequently treble and 
quadruple of that which was necessary, to convey freight from 
Baltimore to Winchester ; this time was so much capital actually lost. 
Upon the former plan of transfer, also, the business of the two 
companies was limited by the amount of freight that could be trans- 
ferred and manifested. This evil was necessarily vital to any great 
improvement of our trade, and consequently of our revenue. No 
accident has at any time happened to any of the Baltimore cars on 
our road, nor has any injury occurred to any of them in our em- 
ploy, since this new arrangement commenced: which was on the 
first day of June, nor has there been a single instance of disappoint- 
ment on our part in receiving the freight train. 

Revenue.—The stockholders will find in the report of the finan- 
cial committee a detailed account of revenue and disbursements 
during the last year. It will be seen that the revenue was less by 
the sum of $6,993 61 than that of the last year, and that the super- 
structure of the road was in so dilapidated a condition, that it re- 
quired an expenditure of upwards of $10,000 more than was ex- 
pended for the same object during any former year. From the 
additional facilities given to trade and transportation, already ad- 
verted to, it may, without presumption, be anticipated, that there 
will be an increase of revenue during the next year, and there will 
be a greatly diminished expenditure at all points, except on the 
superstructure of the road. 

Our future policy.—The day is past, when to construct a railroad 
was regarded as a difficult enterprise. To level mountains or to 
pass through them, to pass over or under rivers, to throw up em- 
bankments, which shall emulate the adjoining hills, in fine, to perfect 
the foundations, and rear the superstructure of a railroad, though 
it reach to the limits of a continent ; and to move over it with the 
velocity of the wind, is at this day no effort for human energy: 
So much means, and so much labor, will necessarily produce such 
a result. A more serious task awaits those on whom shall devolve 
the multiplied, important and often conflicting interests identified, 
or connected with the management of such an undertaking. To 
discover a world requires less energy than to govern it. To raise 
an army, you want only men and money. To manage it, demands 
higher qualifications, and involves deeper responsibilities. The en- 
thusiasm connected with the railroad system hath passed away with 
its novelty, and the disappointment in its productiveness, where such 
exists, has arisen, not from capacity of the system to produce all the 
resulis expected, but from inexperience in tts management. The 
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whole economy of a railroad must necessarily, and in accordance with 
all other human improvements, be the work of experience ; and it may 
be safely asserted, that no work of man has so far outstripped his con- 
ceptions in the same length of time, as the introduction of steam power 
upon land. In the infancy of our undertaking, it was calculated by 
the accomplished and scientific engineer who made its first surveys, 
by the direction of the General Government, that a locomotive en- 
gine of 4} tons in weight, capable of drawing between 19 and 20 
tons over a grade of 30 feet to the mile, would be best calculated 
for this road. But an engine is now in daily use on this road, of 
13 tons in weight, and able to draw 100 tons over such a grade. 
Such an engine performing the work of three of our former engines, 
with less injury to the road than the lightest of them, with a cor- 
responding diminution of expenditure in hands, fuel, oil, wear and 
tare, etc., is of itself an amazing change in the economy of our 
concerns. 

But this change is but one of the results of experience, in show- 
ing the necessity of increasing the power, without increasing the 
expenditure ; and diminishing the gravity by multiplying the points 
of contact with the road. Necessity is now, as she ever has been, 
the mother of invention, and the simple idea of distributing the 
weight of the engine, by multiplying the wheels, will produce results 
in transporting freight on railroads, which it would be rash now, 
either to attempt to measure or number. This engine, referred to 
as in daily use on our road, has never yet been loaded. Her en- 
ergies have never yet been tested. Every blast from her boiler, 
and every scream from her whistle, is a challenge to the farmer, 
the miller, and the merchant to load her. At our present rates of 
toll, this engine alone would realise $100,000 a year after paying 
all the expense of running her, in fuel, hands, oil, etc., and allowing 
time for occasional repairs ; provided she had as much as she could 
carry ; or she would pay all the current expenses of the company, 
and make at least 12 per cent. upon the whole stock and debt. The 
question of policy is therefore now no longer, how we shall carry, 
but: what we shall carry. In what manner shall we command the 
greatest amount of trade? How shall we lengthen the radius, and 
extend the circle of commerce ? 

The history of commerce bearing any analogy to ours, has per- 
haps, fully settled the principle, even into an axiom, that reduced 
rates increase revenue ; because they draw trade from greater dis- 
tances, and give impulse to industry and effort. Such a policy too, 
if successfully adopted, is in fine harmony with all our institutions, 
nullifying at once the idea that there is any conflict between the 
interest of the public and the interest of the stockholder. Into this 
policy the board are cautiously entering. The rates upon plaister 
are reduced from $1 75 to $1 per ton, and the charges of trans- 
portation on flour are put down to the lowest rates which have pre- 
vailed since the road went into operation. To be able to go on 
and extend the system requires the generous patronage of an en- 
lightened public. If this road shall receive the trade which legiti- 
mately belongs to it,—if the farmer, the miller, and the merchant, 
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resolve to sustain this policy, so important to them, then in the di- 
rect ratio in which such a course is adopted on their part, will be the. 
ability of this company to extend this reduction of rates. The exe 
perience of the next season will test the policy or impolicy of these 
measures, and the future authorities of the company, by this ex 
perience alone, can determine how far they should be extended or 
modified or abandoned. 
By order of the board: 

WuuasamM L. Crark, President. 

Tue Mares or Ramways.—The margins of great lines of 
railway that have been some years executed, are now becoming 
covered with grass, and much more agreeable to the eye than’ be- 
fore ; and, while lately gliding along the line to Birmingham, it oe- 
curred to us that additional interest might be given to the banks, at 
very little expense, by planting a collection of trees and shrubs on 
them. The plants might be a furlong apart; those on the sides’ 
of the deep cuttings may be shrubs; those on the sides of the 
embankment tall trees; and those where the ground on each side 
is nearly on a level with the road, middle sized trees; such as 
thorns, Pyrus Sorbus, etc. Half way between each tree or shrub 
might be a tall growing, striking, herbaccous plant, such as the -hal- 
lyhock, Siberian parsnip, etc. We are not aware of any objection 
to this idea except the expense, which could not be very great, and 
if ever the ground came to be pastured by sheep, which we think 
must be its ultimate destination, the herbaceous plants might be giv- 
enup. The trees and shrubs, when once planted, would require 
no expense whatever to keep them up, because the nurseryman who 
planted them might contract to keep them in order for three years, 
when they would be fully established. The herbaceous plants 
would require a small annual expense, but they might be omitted or 
given up when the ground was to be pastured. 

The fine effect of. herbaceous plants and trees, may be seen on'the: 
bank on the right hand side of the approach to the London termi- 
nus of the Great Western Railway. There the trees and plants 
are, very properly, numerous, so as to form a.plantation; but along: 
the railroads we propose the trees or shrubs to be a furlong apart, 
so as to form what may be callad a varied running foreground toi 
the passing scenery. - H 

The directors to all the railways may haye paid most laudable 
attention to the architecture of the bridges, station-houses, and/all 
other buildings, and have succeeded in blending utility with archi« 
tectural beauty in a highly gratifying degree. It would be only 
consistent, therefore, to confer some ornament on the naked banks, 
the formation of which was not less necessary to the existence of 
the railway than the building of the viaducts and bridges. To any, 
person at all fond of viewing trees and shrubs, the recurrence of a 
new species or variety about every minute, would be a source. of. 
erpetual interest, and would not interfere with the distant scenery,, 
he collection on one side of the road should have no connection 

with the collection on the other side, in order that a person: wish 
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ing to see the whole, might confine himself entirely to looking to 
one side in the going, and to the opposite side in returning. Many 
beautiful trees and shrubs might thus be brought into notice, that 
at present few people know any thing of. The banks of railroads 
in some parts of the country, when once they are completely seper- 
ated from the road by the growth of the hedge, or by some other 
effective fence, might be let out as garden ground, or for orchards ; 
but, in general, too little attention has been paid to preserving the 
old surface soil on the new surface, for these kinds of occupation. 

Gardeners’ Magazine. 

PerrorMance or THE “Tuscarora,” a locomotive engine, built 
by Messrs. Rogers, Ketchum & Grosvenor, of Paterson, and the 

“ Conhocton,” a locomotive engine built by Messrs. Baldwin, Vail 
& Hufty, of Philadelphia. 

On the 27th of July last, the “ Tuscarora” engine, manufactured 
by Messrs. Rogers, Ketchum & Grosvenor, of Paterson, New Jer- 
sey, drew from Corning to Blossburg, a distance of 40 miles, 43 
cars weighing 90 tons. The greatest resistance this train had to 
overcome was an ascending grade of 39 feet to the mile, 2 of a mile 
in length, and in a curve of 955 feet radius, immediately after leaving 
an ascending grade of 30 feet to the mile, 4 miles in length. This 
engine returned the same day from Blossburg to Corning, with a 
train of 50 cars loaded with 162 tons 900 lbs. of coal. Weight of 
cars, 106 tons 1410 |bs., making a gross load of 269 tons 310 lbs. 

The greatest resistance offered to this train was a curve of 637 
feet radius on a level road. The Tuscarora has four driving wheels, 
and weighs 28,100 lbs. with water and fuel. The weight on the driv- 
ing wheels (with water and fuel) is 18,650 Ibs. The driving wheels 
are 4 feet in diameter, stroke 18 inches, and cylinder 12 inches ; 
and in performing her regular trip from Corning to Blossburg and 
back, with the above trains, including two hours that she remained 
at Blossburg for her load, evaporated 3,223 gallons of water, and 
consumed 4,096 Ibs. of coal. 

On the 16th of August last, the “ Conhocton” engine, manufac- 
tured by Messrs. Baldwin, Vail & Hufty, of Philadelphia, drew 
from Blossburg to Corning in three hours and forty-seven minutes, 
including stoppages, 50 cars loaded with 160 tons 400 Ibs. of coal. 
Weight of cars 107 tons 1,280 lbs., making a gross load of 267 tons 
1,680 lbs. 

This engine has two driving wheels, and weighs 27,1 80 Ibs. 
with water and fuel. The weight on driving wheels, with water 
and fuel, is 13,520 lbs. The driving wheels are 4 feet 6 inches in 
diameter, stroke 16 inches, and cylinders 12 inches, and in per- 
forming ber trip of 40 miles, evaporated 1,401 gallons of water and 
consumed 1,736 lbs. of coal. 

Both of the above engines drew their respective trains with com- 
parative ease, and worked with a pressure of 98 lbs. to the square 
inch. The time that the Tuscarora was performing the above trip 
was not particularly noted, but was about 4 hours each way, in- 
cluding stoppages for water, etc.—Corning and Blossburg Advocate. 


